
Table Games Supervisor

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Resourceful and diligent team player offering expertise in customer service and technical support 
focusing on software troubleshooting and installation. Pride in keeping an eye on the latest 
development in technology.

Skills

Microsoft Office, Customer Relations, Typing.

Work Experience

Table Games Supervisor
ABC Corporation  May 1996 – May 1998 
 Responsible for dealing all games in the pit, including shuffling cards, placement of bets, the 

correct setting of hands.
 Greet all customers immediately with a friendly and sincere welcome; remain calm and 

attentive, especially during heavy casino activity.
 Maintain a polite, professional and attentive demeanor at all times towards customers and 

employees.
 Acknowledge known and repeat players in a polite, courteous and professional manner.
 Encourage eye contact on dead games with customers to encourage play. Project positive 

body language on live and dead games.
 Demonstrate attentiveness while dealing with the game with cards, placement of cards on 

layout and dealing with customers.
 Ensure the protection of the game and maximize the companys assets.

Table Games Supervisor
ABC Corporation  1993 – 1996 
 to all customers.
 Perform for the customers in a professional manner while maintaining great service.
 Utilize critical thinking to pay out correctly.
 Responsible for maintaining thousands of dollars in chips and having a sense of security for 

them.
 Being able to be honest and truthful around money.
 Being able to supervise multiple tables during a shift.
 Maintain a healthy work environment for both customers and employees..

Education

- September 2003(Illinois Media School - Lombard, IL)
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